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Abstract.

Airplanes much larger than our present gen—

eration Jumbo jets will be used in the not too
distant future for reasons of efficiency and re—
duction of airspace congestion.Undoubtedlythe
approach and landing flight phase will be the
most demanding phases of flight from the point of
view of flying qualities. For two hypothetical
subsonic jet transports with aircraft weights of
two respectivelyeight times those of our contem,
porary Jumbo jets, estimated characteristic
parametersfor the handling qualities are presented
and discussed in the light of contemporaryregula—
tions. Controllabilityin vertical windshear and
manoeuvre performancefor lateral—directional
control during the lateral offset manoeuvre are
discussed.The need for command augmentationflight
control systems and direct lift control is clearly
established.

Nomenclature.

C„. nondimensionaldihedral effect
fp

cn nondimensionalyawing accelerationdue
to roll rate

gravitationalacceleration
altitude
roll damping

Lr rolling acceleration due to yaw rate

dihedral effect

aileron effectiveness
a

yawing accelerationto roll rate

Nr yaw damping

N rudder effectiveness

na steady state normal accelerationchange
per unit angle of attack change at
constant speed

T6
2

Uo

uw

6a

6e

6r

6T

Cd' (jd

pp

sp'wsp

6
ci-

time constant of — transfer function
o

numerator L e

steady state airspeed along the X—axis

airspeed perturbationalong the X—axis
magnitude of wind velocity perturbation
vector

sideslip angle
aileron deflection

elevator deflection

rudder deflection

throttle setting variation

Dutch — roll damping ratio and natural
frequency

phugoid damping ratio and natural fre—
quency
short—perioddamping ratio and natural
frequency
pitch attitude
real part of s

bank angle

Tm phase margin

imaginarypart of s

c crossover frequency

Subscripts.

command signal
altitude feedback
error signal
pitch attitude feedback

Miscellaneous

FR pilot rating (Cooper scale)
a approximatelyequal to

I Introduction.
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For reasons of efficiency in air transports,
tion and reduction of the number of aircraft move—
ments with the aim to relieve airspace congestion,
the emergence of airplanes much larger than our
present generation Jumbo jets is to be expected.
It is anticipated that limits on aircraft size /
weight will be reached for the reason of unsatis—
factory flying qualities when these extreme large
aircraft are fitted with conventional flight
control systems as used nowadays on subsonic jet

Laplace operator,s 0--+ jw
time constant of first order approxima—
tion of engdne response lag
manoeuvre time

time constants of phugoid mode

roll mode time constant

washout time constant
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transports. A study to indicatethe areas where
improvementsin stability and control are most
needed, seems therefore warranted.

Handling qualities of extreme large airplanes
will have to be adequate to manoeuvreunder manual
control with great precisionduring approach and
landing.Undoubtedly advanced types of cockpit
displays will be developed to assist the pilot in
controlling the airplane during the approach and
landing,but these displays will never compensate
for bad handling characteristicsof the aircraft.

It is interestingto note that for most of the
handling quality problems,which will be considered
in this paper, an analogy exists between extreme
large CTOL and much smaller powered lift STOL
transport aircraft. For the STOL's the attainable
aerodynamic stabilizingand control moments tend
to decrease due to decreasingairspeed, while for
extremely large CTOL's these parametersdacreaae
due to the increase in inertias at constant air-
speed so that for both the ratio of inertiasto
aerodynamicmoments increases.

In this paper some primary features of two
hypotheticalconfigurationsfor large subsonic
jet transports, with aircraft masses of two
respectivelyeight times those of the two largest
transport aircraft now in operation (Boeing 747,
Lockheed C-5A) will be discussed.Both longitudi-
nal and lateral-directionalhandling qualities
and performanceaspects are dealt with.

II VLAC-sizes,masses and inertias.


The characteristicsof the two hypothetical
very large aircraft (VLAC) have been derived,
assuming geometry and mass distributionsimilar
to those of the Boeing 747 aircraft (ref. 1). As
"size"-parameterthe landingweight has been
taken, being 453600 kg(1 x 106 lbe) for the
VLAC-1 and 1814400kg (4 x 106 lbs) for the
VLAC-4.

The dimensions of these hypotheticalaircraft
have been determined,using the square-cubeextra-
polation method. The relationbetween the air-
craft's landing weight and its wing loading,based
on this extrapolationmethod is visualized in
fig. 1. As a consequenceof this method, wing
loading increases proportionalto the dimensions,
which seems to become critical with respect to
structural propertiesand required runway lengths.
Therefore also extrapolationmethods have been
applied, resulting in a smaller increase of wing
loading than the square-cubeextrapolation
suggests, assuming also geometry and mass distri-
bution similar to those of the Boeing 747, but
smaller densities. A method closely related to the
extrapolationas presented in ref. 2 has also
been taken into consideration.As a result only
little differences proved to exist between the
handling quality parametersconsideredfor the
hypothetical aircraft,obtained according to the
different extrapolationmethods. In general,
slightly worse handling qualities were observed
for the square-cube extrapolation.Based on these
results only the hypotheticalaircraft derived
according to the square-cube extrapolationhave
been taken into considerationfor further investi-
gation. As a consequencethe establishedtrend
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Fig. 1 Wing loading square-cubeextrapolation

in handling qualitiesbased on these VLACtypes
is considered to be somewhat conservative.

Moments of inertia for the hypotheticalair-
craft have been derived from those of the Boeing
747. Using the square-cubeextrapolation,iner-
tias increase as the fifth power of the dimensions,
so that very high values are obtained for the
hypotheticalaircraft.

The approach speed of the VLAC-1, has been
chosen equal to the approach speed of the Boeing
74; which implies an increasemaximum lift
coefficient of about 25 4, assuming equal stall
margins. For the VLAC-4 an increase in maximum
lift coefficient of 100 4 relative to the Boeing
747 would be necessary to provide for the same
approach speed. As this large increase of the
maximum lift coefficientis consideredto be
highly improbableand as a 25 4 increaserelative
to the Boeing 747 is consideredto be rather
impressive,equal maximum lift coefficientsfor
both hypotheticalaircraft are assumed, resulting
in a higher approach speed for the VLAC-4.

Based on the characteristicsof the hypo-
thetical aircraft as describedabove, the stabil-
ity derivativeshave been estimatedby analytical
and empirical methods, presented in the liter-
ature. The nondimensionalcontrol effectivenesses
for the hypotheticalaircraft have been chosen
from data presented in ref. 3 and ref. 10.

III Longitudinalhandling qualities.


In this section the type of limitationsin
aircraft stability and control reached for the
hypotheticalaircraft will be discussed in the
context of the present-dayknowledge about the
criteria for good handling qualities of large
transports already in operation.
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Unfortunatelythis knowledge about criteria
for satisfactoryhandling qualities is in some
areas fragmentarybecause little experimental
handling qualities research has been devoted to
this flight phase for this class of airplanes up
to now. The characteristicsof the'VLAC-1 and 4
will be compared to those of the Mc Donnel
Douglas DC-8, Boeing 747(further indicated here
as B-747) and Lockheed C-5A aircraft, see table
1 and 3. The Boeing data (B-747) are obtained
from ref. 3, while the Lockheed data (C-5A) are
based on ref. 4 and ref. 5.

Statements about the handling qualities will
be related to "Levels" (U.S. Mil.Spec.),Pilot-
Ratinge and the boundary condition "satisfactory"!
"acceptable",according to the source of informa-
tion. In this discussion the Level 1/Level 2
boundary and satisfactory/acceptableboundary is
consideredto be equal to Pilot-Rating3.5. In
general it can be stated, as shown by the avail-
able criteria, that due to the more demanding
landing performanceof military transports, the
handling quality requirementsfor this group are
more stringent than for civil transports.

Longitudinalmanoeuvres performed in the
approach and landing are glide path tracking with
turbulence and wind shear disturbanceeffects,
flare and touchdown.

A discussion of the characteristicsof the
phugoid,being not different from those of
present-daytransports, as well as speed stabil-
ity effects is not very relevant because in gen-
eral "large" subsonic jet transport airplanes
consideredhere are operating at the bottom or
positive side of the power required versus speed
curve (neutral or positive speed stability)and
will undoubtedly be flown with auto-throttle(in-
corporatedbecause of an automatic approach /
landing system anyway) in the landing approach.

The short-periodmode, however, is the pre-
dominant longitudinalcontrollingmode both for
manoeuvring and coping with the effects of at-
mospheric turbulence.

Estimated values of w for the VLAC aircraft
sp

presented in tab. 1 are based on data from ref. 1,
3 and 6.

Was the main attention during the early devel-
opment of handling qualities criteria for manoeu-
vring paid to frequency-dampingcombinations for
the short-periodmode, the contemporaryview, is
directed at the combinationof frequency and normal
acceleration sensitivity.The discussions as to
what parameter for the normal acceleration sensi-
tivity, na or 1/Te , is the most appropriate to be

2
used in requirements are not yet ended.

However it can be shown that both parameters
are closely related and with good approximation:
nu 1 U0/gT8 .

2
In fig. 2, specificationrequirements (US Mil.

Spec.) and other proposedboundaries are presented.
A double horizontal scale is incorporated in which
na and 1/T8 are given assuming a speed of 140 knots.
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As can be seen, the first limit reached will be the
low short-periodfrequency limit 9f 0.7 - 0.8 rad/
sec as based on data from ref. 71'),8 and 9. Low
values for this parameterare associated with
"sluggish" response to elevator inputs. VLAC-1 is
already outside the satisfactoryboundary while
the VLAC-4 is close to Level 2 (PR . 6.5). Research
described in ref. 4 leads to more severe require-
ments on Wsp (1.00 and 0.63 rad/sec for Level 1
respectively 2) for the very demanding landing task
as conducted in C-5A operation.

Table 1.

LongitudinalDynamics.


Parameter DC-8 B-747 C-5A VLAC-1 VLAC-4

Uom/sec

wrad/sec
sp

Csp
-1

1/Tesec
2

nag/rad

wrad/sec
P

p

73.5

1.47

0.49

0.63

4.73

0.17

0.06

68.0

0.81

0.61

0.49

3.42

0.16

0.06

61.5

0.88

0.68

0.50

.49
3.14

0.21

0.02

68.0

0.62

0.69

0.37

2.54

0.18

0.01

85.6

0.50

0.69

0.29

2.54

0.14

0.01

m )Boundarybased on AIAA paper 69-898 by I.L.
Ashkenas.

ra) Calculated from U0 and 1/Te .
2
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wsp(RAD/SEC) is installed to damp phugoid motions(evidently

1.5 ACCEPTABLE.-REF.7 1,'T e -4...SATISFACTORY the damping of the short-periodmode is increased
2 DC-84, also). In the next section, the behaviour of the

VLAC aircraft in the approach'disturbedby wind-
shear is analysed.

REF. 9, nd REF. 9, no(

LEVEL 2 I.EVEL 1

A
IV Effects of wind shear.


REF. 4
1.0



),1

'4).5

REF. 8

PR 3.5

)7r
REF. 4

Pr6.5

0.5

To investigate possible deteriorationof lon-
gitudinal control during glide path tracking -
deficiencieshave alreadybeen indicated in the
preceding section-an (servo-system)analysis of

OC- 5 A the pilot-aircraftsystem disturbed by wind shear
has been carried out and reported in ref. 11.
This analysis is based on the assumptionof a
horizontal wind varying linearlywith height.

Observing the equationsof motion under these
circumstances,a.bipartiteinfluenceof this wind
shear disturbancecan be discovered.The first
part proves to be dependenton the flight path
angle perturbationand forms therefore part of

REF. 10, 1 'Te 2, PR 3.5

1 234

ISVLAC - 1

the homogeneous system of equations of motion.

#
This is illustratedin fig. 3 by means of the

(r.,‹ RELATED TO1/T FORU 14KNOTS) position of the phugoid poles as a function of
e2

i wind shear magnitude. The root locus is presented
for decreasing head wind during the landing
approach, as assumed further in this section.
The short-periodcharacteristicsare hardly af-
fected by wind shear disturbance.As can be seen
in fig. 3 the phugoid poles become real; one stable

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 and one unstable root are obtained for sufficient-

Te (sEC-1) ly large wind gradients.The second part of the
2 wind shear disturbancecan be regarded as the real

external disturbanceand is a function of the

VLAC -4AL

no< (G 'RAD)

Fig. 2 Boundaries for short-periodfrequency -
normal acceleration sensitivitycomtina-
tions.

Figure 2 also shows that the normal acceler-
-1 T 1

ation sensitivity parameter is critical for the
VLAC-aircraft.This parameterdeterminesthe flight-
path to pitch attitude modal response ratio.

Different sources quote rather different values for
this parameter as can be seen by the appreciable
range between ref. 10, PR . 3.5 and ref. 9, Level
1 boundaries. The VLAC-1 is a limit case according
to the 1/Te -boundary of ref. 7 while the value for

2
the VLAC-4 is clearly too low. Simulator data of
ref. 10 indicate that the B-747/C-5A are already
critical in this respect. The damping ratio for the
short-periodmode of approximately0.7 for the
VLAC's does not present a problem. The application
of the criteria discussed above, is to a certain
degree questionable because those criteria are
valid only when no appreciableinteractionexists
between the phugoid and short-periodmode. Problems
will exist, however, in this area especially with
auto-throttle-offoperation.While for the DC-8
wsp/up is 8.5 this ratio is around 3.5 for the

VLAC-aircraft.Published informationon the C-5A,
with a ratio of around 4.2, indicatesthe special

attention paid to this problem for this aircraft.
In ref. 5 it is mentioned thata pitch rate damper
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Fig. 3 Effect of wind shear on phugoid poles
(B-747).
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wind gradient and the initial rate of descent.
Similar observationswith respect to the effects
of wind shear on the longitudinalmotion of air-
planes have been made in ref. 12 and ref. 13.

In order to follow the glide path with
constant airspeed in spite of the wind shear dis-
turbance, altitude and airspeed will have to be
controlled.For the system analysis it was as-
sumed that airspeed was controlledby an auto-
throttle while altitude control by means of ele-
vator was allocated to the pilot,whichwas re-
presentedby a mathematicalmodel. Results of in-
vestigations concerning altitude control(ref. 14)
clearly establishedthe need of an attitude inner-
loop for equalization purposes.From the differ-
ent ways in which this multiloop system can be
realized - series closure or parallel closure -
the former type has been chosen here on the basis
of the low values of ws for the aircraft consid-
ered, as recommended inPref. 14. A block diagram
of the total control system is given in fig. 4.

WIND SHEAR

In this diagram the pilot's contributionis
approximatedby the transfer functionsYe and Yh,

being

_tes -Te

Ye Ke(T B + 1) e Yh Kh e L e

The generation of lead is supposedto be possible
only for the attitude inner loop, whereas both
loops comprise a time delay Toto account for the

pilot's transport delay and neuromuscular lag. In
order to reduce the steady state airspeed devia-
tion due to the wind shear disturbanceto zero
an integratingfunction has to be incorporated
in the autothrottle.For zero steady state glide
path deviation both 6-washout and h-retrim is
needed. In order to restrict the number of para
meters involved, only 6-washout is included,
implying a constant steady state height deviation
from the glide path. This simplificationis con-
sidered to be of minor influence with respect to
the qualitativeresults.

secA constant crossover frequency of 1
rad/

for the airspeed control loop has been selected,
resulting in a satisfactorysystem performance.
K and TL have been selected on the basis of a8

constant attitude inner loop performance, charac-
terized by (w) . 2 rad/sec and (Tm) 30°,e 


6
while Kh is selected in such a manner that a

phase margin of 15° was maintained in the alti-
tude outer loop. The lead time constant TL and

the altitude loop crossover frequency (ws)h will

be used to predict pilot opinions qualitatively.
The values of the 6-washout time constant Two
and the effective time delay,re have been chosen

equal for the different aircraft (Two 10 sec;

:e 0.25 sec).

auw
For two magnitudes of wind shear, ---Oh =

duwkts
/ft (typical value) and -7- - 0.2

kts. .
/ft kextrememly large value), the system para-

meters have been determined according to the
above-describeddesign rules. The results, pre-
sented in table 2, show no great sensitivity
with respect to the magnitude of wind shear. Con-
sidering Ku for the different aircraft, about the
same values can be observed, implying about the
same thrust variation for the same airspeed de-
viation. Table 2 shows relatively large differ-
ences in TL for the different aircraft, from

e
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Table 2

Developed control system parametersand performanceindicators.


B-747 VLAC-1 VLAC-4

ou
- 0.05 -0.20 -0.05 - 0.20 - 0.05 - 0.20-017111(kts/ft)

Ku 1/m sec-1

Ke

TLsec
e

Khrad/m

(mm)h deg

(w ) rad/sec

c h

0.268

- 10.4

0.18

0.0061

15

0.31

0.266

- 10.3

0.18

0.0041

15

0.26

0.261

- 13.9

0.27

0.0041

15

0.22

0.272

- 15.1

0.27

0.0037

15

0.22

0.242

- 20.7

0.34

0.0025

15

0.17

0.264

- 21.8

0.34

0.0017

15

0.16

which it can be concludedthat due to this lead
generation, larger aircraft will be rated less
favourable. Increased values of TL are mainly

e



caused by the decreasing values of w for the
sp

larger aircraft. Moreover, the indicateddeterio-
ration in the altitude control performance,
expressed by the decreasing crossover frequency
(wc)h (table 2), illustratedby the Bode diagram

ofthe

[lhtu.oTtransfer function

(fig. 5),

will certainly degrade pilot opinion. This de-
creasing altitude control performanceis mainly
associated with decreasingvalues of 1/Te . The

2
same conclusions with respect to low values of
w and 1/T02

'
although reached for a systemsp

controllingaltitude only, have been drawn in
ref. 14.

Analog computer studies clearly demonstrated
the vital importance of the speed control loop
(by means of autothrottle)on glide path tracking
at constant airspeed. Thereforethe effect of
an engine response time delay, approximatedby
a first order time lag on the altitude control
performancehas been studied.From the root locus
in fig. 6 of the dominant roots of the denomi-
nator of the transfer function h

h
[ J

au
(B-747,-se- 0.2 kts/Wincluding an engine

response lag time constant of 2 sec, it can be
concluded that a significantdecrease of the

altitude control performancewill occur. About
the same deteriorationmay be expected for the
other aircraft considered,using the same lag
time cono'Emt, so that the qualitativeresult
discussed abov, is retained. However, if in-
creased engine responsetime delays are unavoid-
able for the engines in larger aircraft, in-
creasing deteriorationof altitude control per-
formance will occur, especiallywhen a wind
shear is encounteredduring the landing aPproach.

0.1

0-

Fig. 6 Effect of engine response lag
uu

(B-747,Tit = - 0.20 kte/ft)

e--6e

-0. 1 0.1 -0.1
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V Lateral-directionalhandling qualities.


Three types of typical manoeuvres are con-
sidered with respect to lateral directionalcharac-
teristics of the aircraft:trackingthe localizer,
large turns and the de-crab manoeuvre.Roll con-
trol being the primary lateral controllingmode
for manoeuvringwill be discussed first. The widely
used criterion for rolling qualities is expressed
in terms of the wingtip helix angle. However, re-
sults of recent experiments have shown that speci-
fied roll angles obtained in a certain time(or
specifiedtime for certain roll angles) are more
relevant criteria, at least for large subsonic
jet transports. A good agreement exists between
various proposals for the minimum value of roll
control power as a function of roll mode time
constant as required for satisfactoryratings; the
boundary proposed in ref. 15 and 16 is indicated
in fig. 7. In ref. 16 the prescribedmaximum roll-
ing power for a given rollomode time constant is
based on a time to bank 60 and stop of 65 sec.
Nearly the same boundary results when prescribing
the time to roll through 300 (t300)in 3.5 sec

(15). In ref. 16 the level of required rolling
power is related to the side step performance
while the author of ref. 15 relates the roll
control power to the ability to raise a wing
after a roll-upset by an atmosphericgust. The
specificationin ref. 9 is more stringentas it

it requires a t30o of 2.5 sec for Level 1 and

t30o . 3.2 sec for Level 2. A recently reported

flight evaluation, ref. 17, confirmsthe control
power boundary proposed in ref. 15 and 16 for
an aircraft with a roll mode time constant of 1
sec.

TR ( SEC)

Fig. 7 Boundaries for roll manoeuvring charac-
teristics.
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Figure 7 presents the boundaries with data
of the aircraft considered here. As far as the
boundary of ref. 15 and 16 is concerned, it can
be observed that the VLAC-4 is far below the
desired value. According to the requirementof
ref. 9 the VLAC-1 is also below the "satisfactory/
acceptable"boundary. As can be seen in the figure
an upper limit exist for allowable values of the
roll mode time constant. Different researchers
concluded on different values for this parameter,
partly because of the different aspects of the
flight task which were weighted heavily in their
evaluations.Most probably a suitableboundary
will be inside the 1.2-1.5 sec bracket. The basis
for the severe requirement proposed in ref. 18
(TR4:1.0 sec), is formed by results from an servo-
analysis of the closed loop pilot-airframesystem.
Reference 15 relates the maximum value of
Tp among other thinge to a "manoeuvretime", the
maximum available time for performinga sidestep
manoeuvre,by proposing TR/Tman<0.1. The proposed
criterion results in Tp < 1.2 sec when a manoeuvre
time of 12 seconds is asaumed for an approach with
a conventionalglide path angle, a ceiling of 200
ft and a flare initiation height of 70 ft.

Besides on characteristicsin the area of
lateral control as just discussed, aircraft will be
judged heavily on the characteristicsof the Dutch-
roll oscillatory mode. This mode is unintentionally
excited by lateral control inputs as well as by
turbulence. Beside a whole series of important
parameters associated with the Dutch-roll mode,
damping has been and will be a prime feature.
Early requirements for Dutch-roll damping were
formulated in terms of total damping alone as
expressed by time to half amplitude,

(T1/2)d 0.693Adwd. Recently developed specifi-

cations (9) require total damping as well as minima
on the values of d and wd. Figure 8 presents these
requirementstogether with proposed values of ref.
15 and a SAS design requirement presented in ref.
20.

 

The SAS-design handling qualities criterion
presented in fig. 8 is based on results of a
flight-simulatorresearch program executed during
the development of a stability augmentation system
for the improvement of the structuralresponse
(reduction of peak structural loads and fatigue
damage rates) of the B-52. The DC-8, C-5A and

7
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Fig. 8, Boundaries for Dutch—rolldamping.

B-747 data are plotted togpther with —unaug
mented — VLAC-1 and 4 data. The DC-8 and B-747
without damper are in the acceptablearea, between
the Level 1 and 2 boundaries of ref. 9,while the
VLAC—aircraftwith an unstable Dutch — roll mode
do not even meet the PR 6.5 rating line, accord—
ing to ref. 15. Redundant("hardened")SAB design
is unavoidable therefore to cope with this
Dutch—roll damping problem for the hypothetical
aircraft. The marked decrease in for the VLAC—

aircraft as compared to the B-747 is mainly due
to the high values of effective dihedral (Ct )

which is the result of the sharply increased lift
coefficientsat the approach speeds.

A complete picture of all lateral—directional
characteristicsis very complex but two character—
istics can be recognized as being of fundamental
importance:the bank angle to side slip ratio in
the Dutch—roll oscillation and the excitation of
the Dutch—rollby lateral control inputs. Both can
lead to the need for additional damping as is
indicated in ref. 15. As far as the first char—
acteristic is concerned, calculationsof roll to
side slip ratio of the VLAC's have indicatedthat
no problems are to be expected in this respect
for the designs studied here. Dutch—rollexcita—
tion by lateral control inputs is closely related
to the yaw due to lateral control derivative and
the yaw due to roll rate derivative.Because the
former derivative is very difficultto estimate,
no discussion can be devoted here to this aspect
of lateral—directionalresponse. It is expected

) The C-5A uses feedback of roll rate and roll
attitude—to—rudderand the B-747 of roll rate—to—
rudder for turn coordination.


that in the case unfavourablesituationsexist in
this respect, aileron—to—rudderinterconnects
as well as roll rate—to—rudderfeedbacks can cure
inadequacies in some cases.

Turn co—ordination2 ) — very important
during sidestep manoeuvresas discussed later— is
evidently related to the Dutch—rollexcitation
just mentioned. The complex of required dynamic
rudder applicationduring turn entries and exits
and the constant rudder applicationin large
turns may be very demanding.A roll attitude—to—
rudder feedback may relieve the pilot from the
constant rudder input during steady turns.

A discussion of the spiral stabilityof the
VLAC's is not very relevantbecause actual spiral
characteristicswill be very dependant on the
augmentation systems which will be installed.This
will be at least a Dutch—rolldamping system as
stated above.

Up to now not much attentionhas been given
to the formulation of quantitativerequirements
for the parameters importantfor the de—crab
manoeuvre (conductedjust prior to touch—down
in a crosswind approach flown with drift—angle).
Control aspects of this manoeuvre are closely
related to engine out recovery.Reference 18,
however, presents some "ball park" values for
dimensionalruddereffectiveness Nor and the

L /I, ratio, both closely related to the ma—
P ba

noeuvre. The first because of the yaw control
power needed to kick—off drift angles in a short
time, the second because of the roll power
needed to counteractrolling moments due to
side slip. The proposedminimum value of Nor of

— 0.2 sec-2 indicates (see table 3) that the
B-747 is critical, and that the yaw control power
for the VLAC— 1 and 4 is insufficient.As far as
L /1,0a is concerned all aircraft (DC-8 up to VLAC—
P
4) fall short of the proposedvalue (L /L°a< 1).

P 

Assuming that the DC-8 with spoilers (see table 3)
is nevertheless just satisfactoryin this respect,
the B-747 would require a very small improvement
in Lba while the VLAC 1 and 4 would require a

354 increase in this derivative.For the VLAC-1
this would mean that the de—crab manoeuvre rather
than the manoeuvres pertainingto fig. 7 would
be determining for the required roll power of the
VLAC-1; this is, however,not the case for the
VLAC-4, for which both manoeuvresare equally
exacting.

VI The sidestep manoeuvre.

The sidestep is a manoeuvre which is required
when the aircraft has a lateral deviation from the
runway centerline at the end of an IFR approach.
With respect to the very largp aircraft, this
manoeuvre is consideredto be one of the most
demanding lateral manoeuvres,which therefore
justifies a rather extensivetreatment.

REF.15,PR3.5

fd
wd(RAD/SEC) \

0.05 OAS 0.20
REF. 20

0.30 (SAS — DESIGN)

0.8

• REF. 15
PR 6.5

•

REF.9
2—LEVEL

s\ \\N\

REF. 9, LEVEL 1.2

21
LEVEL
REF. 91

DC — 8 •
8 — 747 d 1WITH

C — 5ACf
DAMPER

LS VLAC — 1

AL VLAC — 4

0.4

0.2
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Table 3

Lateral-directional Dynamics

Parameter DC-8 B-747 C-5A VLAC-1 VLAC-4

TRsec

°a rad/sec

C3

L.orad/sec2
0aa max

Nosec-2
r

Lsec-2
B

Losec-2
a

L /L
a

;Io

0.76

0.96

0.100/0.166 1

0.41/0.51"

- 0.38

- 1.93

- 0.81/-1.0(.**

2.4/1.9 1

1.03

0.73

0.094/0.210*

0.31t

- 0.17

- 1.36

- 0.62

2.2

1.00

0.81

- /0.188'

--

--

--

--

--

1.18

0.67

- 0.059

0.20t

- 0.11

- 1.02

- 0.39

2.6

1.49

0.53

- 0.059

0.13t

- 0.067

- 0.64

- 0.25

2.6

With damper; i* Assumed 25 % improved Lo with spoilers.
a

t Including spoilers.

According to tests described in ref. 21, the
co-ordinated turn showed to be more effective
than the sideslipping turn with wings level to
perform the sidestep. Due to the high values of
Cn for the very large aircraft considered,

relatively large adverse yawing moments occur due
to roll rate, a result of the high lift coeffi-
cients used. Also, large values of "effective
dihedral" (Cn ) exist for these aircraft, so that

only small sideslip angles result in relatively
large adverse rolling moments, limiting the lateral
performance of these aircraft considerably. Turn
co-ordination is therefore, of great importance.

However, problems exist for the pilot with
respect to the control of sideslip for these low
directional stability (low 6)(i) airplanes because
of the low accelerations experienced by him.
Another complicating factor in turn co-ordination
is the location of the pilot in these very large
aircraft, with respect to the centre of gravity.
Because of his position far forward of and above
the centre of gravity, it is very difficult for
him to perceive true sideslip. It is therefore
obvious that co-ordination of bank and yaw for
these aircraft during the sidestep is an extremely
difficult task. Application of an augmentation
system, assisting the pilot in his co-ordination
task will therefore be necessary. In case a good
turn co-ordination system is installed, an
effective sidestep can be performed by the pilot
using lateral control only.

In order to predict the sidestep performance
(lateral displacement achievable in a certain
manoeuvre time while alignment with the runway
is regained) on a theoretical basis, the sim-
plified analysis of the co-ordinated manoeuvre
as introduced in ref. 21, assuming sinusoidal
variations of bank angle, can be used. The re-
lation between m and T based on this
analysis is presrafed in M uil. 9 (a and b) for a
lateral offset of 2C0 ft, a value often used
wit respect to sidestep performance evaluations.

In order to determine the values of 0a
max

and 0r , associated with this relation between
max

o and T , the amplitude ratios
max man

[

6
--,.(s have been derived.

0-0

Rather simple approximations for these ratios can

be obtained from the aircraft's lateral equations
of motion

. (5 2 -1„8-1, 1-)
 J L

ratel
and

0-0

r Uo
0-0 a
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The value of a in these relations is determined
by the value of Tman which is related to the period
of the sinusoidalvariations.

	

Curves indicatingvalues of 6a and 6r

based on the above—mentionedexpresirIns,as Wax
function of T

anm, are drawn in fig. 9a and 9b
respectively.It is of importanceto notice that
these curves are valid only for the control ef—
fectivenessesas given in table 3. Having chosen
about the same valuelsay 300, for 6a and 6r

MaX MaXthe minimum ac}ievable value of T is for the
man

B-747, VLAC-1 and VLAC-4 determinedby the maxi-
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10 12 14 16 18 20

T rnan, SEC

EiE,_2Maximum values of bank, aileron and rudder
for a sinusoidalco—ordinatedsidestep of
200 ft.

mum available rudder deflection,whereas for the
DC-8 the minimum manoeuvretime is restrictedby
the maximum availableroll power. It is of impor—
tance to note, that 1,6, as given in table 3, also

a
includes the rolling moment due to spoiler deflec—
tion, except for the DC-8, consideredhere, which
is not equipped with flight spoilers.The neces—
sity of high yaw control power for the B-747 and
hypotheticalaircraft is mainly caused by the
large adverse yawing moments due to roll rate.

Consideringminimum values of Tman, it is
necessary that the maximum bank angle obtained
has a value below the maximum admissiblevalue,
being smaller for the larger aircraft assuming
about the same wingtip clearance.

From fig. 9a and b the minimum manoeuvre
time to correct a lateral offset of 200 ft can
be determined (table4).As general accepted
criteria do not exist for sidestep performance,
an impressionof this performancefor the air—
craft consideredcan be obtainedby qualitative
judgement.

According to simulatorexperiments of ref. 5
the correction of 200 ft lateral offset started
at 200 ft altitude is for the C-5A consideredto
be the maximum achievablesidestep performance.
In this connectionthe minimum value of Tman for
a 2C0 ft sidestep is for the very large aircraft
compared with the availabletime to perform the
manoeuvre, startingat 200 ft altitude (Cat. I
weather minima). Assuming a glide slope of 3° and
a flare height, determiningthe end of the
manoeuvre, of 70 ft, the values of the available
manoeuvre time, also given in table 4, are ob—
tained. From this table it can be concluded that
only the 1)0-8and the B-747 are capable to
achieve a 200 ft lateral distance from 200 ft
altitude. In order to accomplisha similar
performancefor the VLAC-1, the yaw control power
will have to be increasedby about 45 ',4;(fig. 9b).
For the VLAC-4 a similar performancecannot be
attained because of the inadmissiblylarge
maximum bank angle associated with the small
available time for the sidestep from 200 ft alti—
tude. More accurate approach and landing systems
will have to be used in that case so that
smaller lateral deviationsare to be corrected
at the end of the instrumentapproach.

As mentioned in the section on lateral—di—
rectional handlingqualities,values of the ratio
TR/Tman less than 0.1 are desired according to ref.

15 for acceptable correspondencebetween pilot's
roll control inputs and airplane'sroll rate
during the sidestepmanoeuvre. Consideringthe
available time from an altitude of 200 ft, the
values of THAT presented in table 4 are

obtained. It appears from these values that the
VLAC-1 and the VLAC-4 do not comply with the
recommendationof ref. 15. Thus in addition to
the problems with respect to control power
and turn co—ordination,also difficultiesdue to
high values of TR are to be expected for the

very large aircraft in performing a sidestep
manoeuvre. These difficultiescan be solved
by applying an augmentationsystem which de—
creases the effectivevalue of T.
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DC-8 B-747 VLAC-1 VLAC-4

T(sec)
man
achievable
for 200 ft offset

T(sec)man
available
from 200 ft altitude

TRATman)ay.

9.9

10.3

0.074

10.8

11.1

0.093

12.4

11.1

0.106

13.4

8.85

0.168

Table 4


Sidestep manoeuvre performance.


VII Future developments.


In the following a few remarks will be made
with respect to systems needed for control augmen-
tation along a line perpendicularto the flight
path and stability and control augmentationaround
the three rotary axis of the aircraft. Moreover
the effect of structural dynamics will be mentioned.

As was shown in the section on longitudinal
handling qualities, one of the limits exceeded by
the VLAC-aircraftwas the boundary value for 1/T92.

Moreover detrimentaleffects of low 1/Te2 on al-

titude control was demonstratedin the section on
wind shear. By gearing lift modulatingdevices
(e.g. spoilers, flaps, symmetricalaileron with
incorporationof elevator interconnects)to the
pilot's longitudinaloontrol it is possibleto in-
crease the effective value of 1/T92. This concept

is often oalled "blended" Direot Lift Control.
Evidence is available from sources in the liters,
ture discussed later that DLC capabilityof plus
and minus 0.1 g leads to substantialimprovements.

Three reasons for improved longitudinal
control attained with DLC (even improved quality
over the standard of present-dayjets) can be
formulated:excellent flight path control during
steep approaches (noise-abatement),improved flare
control needed when lowering flare initiation
height (with possible advantages for low weather
minima operations)and improved touch-down control.
Up to now only a very modest effort is put in re-
search to investigateall possiblebenefits of
Direct Lift Control for large aircraft although it
can be noticed that present-dayresearch directed
at automatic all weather operations is paying more
attention to the concept.

A DLC system on a DC-8 Super 63 (long body)
was flight tested as reported in ref. 23. Computer
studies before the flight tests had indicated that
spoilers already incorporatedin the aircraft were
the most appropriatemeans for lift-modulation.
Results from flight tests showed that corrections
on glide path were accomplishedwith smaller pitch
attitude changes than without DLC, a decrease in


flare initiation height from 60 to 30 feet was ob-
served and better tgucti-downcontrol existed. The
overall conclusion (23) was, "DLC is benificial

to the flying qualities of large aircraft and to
the pilots yho fly them". A recently completed
NASA study 1,24),directed at the implementation

of noise-abatement landing approaches included an
evaluation of a DLC system. The potential advan-
tages of DLC in steep approaches in arresting a
high rate of descent quickly in case of an emer-
gency were clearly established.Moreover improved
flare and touch-down control was highly appreci-
ated by the evaluationtest pilots.

It must be noticed that to enable a pilot of
a "large" aircraft to make full use of the re-
sponse characteristicsoffered by DLC in flare and
touch-down, he must be provided with appropriate
flare and touch-down guidance information.

We now turn to stabilityand control augments,-
tion around the three aircraft axis.'Deteriorating
characteristicsin flying qualities due to high
inertias and high lift coefficientsduring the
approach should be resolved by suitable augmenta.
tions systems.

Two cases of insufficientcontrol power have
been indicated in the section on lateral-direction-
al handling qualities; they are inadequatemaximum
roll control power and yaw control power. It seems
likely that improved roll control power might be
obtained by differential"blowing" at the wing
trailing edges. The requirementsfor rudder con-
trol power are about the same for the sidestep
and the crosswind landingmanoeuvres. Dropping
the requirement for a sidestep manoeuvre complete-
ly could lead to lower values of rudder control
power when a crosswind landing gear is applied.

Due to extremely high oontrol surface hinge
moments the pilot has no capability of directly
controllingthe aerodynamic surfaces and therefore
the application of a mechanical connection between
the pilot controls and the surface actuation
systems becomes questionable.Reliability of
electrical and electronic systems have to be
brought to a "as safe as the structure" standard
as already indicated by the need for a redundant
"hardened" yaw damper design. The development of
very reliable electrical systems has been and will
be stimulatedby the all weather automatic landing
requirements for transport aircraft. Electrical
transmission of pilot commands into "closed-loop"
control systems without mechanical back-up can be
expected. The applicationof side-stick controllers
in this situation seems very probable. Certain cues
important to the pilot and with contemporary control
feel systems "sensed" through the control system
have to be generated in other ways. Probably the
most important cue in this respect, the "speed feel"
should artificiallybe generatedby a form of
"electronic down spring". Hybrid forms of
electrical/mechanicaltransmissionare already in
use (C-5A electrical column and wheel travel feed
forward, with wash-out, for quickening of pitch
respectively roll response).

The level of augmentationrequired for the
VLAC aircraft in pitch is not easily described
because it will be strongly interrelatedto the
Direct Lift Control mechanization (Control aug-
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mentation - perpendicularto the flight path).
Pitch-rate command/attitudehold features, which
means an effective increase in ws , will be
desirable and it is already shown,Pref.24,that
for more demanding approach profiles (noise-
abatement steep approach) this feature is essential.
Roll augmentation can best be effectuatedin the
form of feed back of roll rate to the lateral con-
trol to decrease the roll subsidencetime constant;
mechanization in the form of a roll-rate command
system does not have the roll rate limiting effect
of a simple roll damper. Augmentationin the yaw
axis will apart from yaw rate to rudder feed back
for Dutch-roll damping consist of feed-backs for
turn co-ordination.This aspect is important for
comfort as well as a need for obtainingbest possi-
ble roll performance.Turn co-ordinationfor the
aircraft studied here will most probablybe ob-
tained by aileron to rudder interconnect,roll
rate and roll attitude to rudder feed backs to
decrease or eliminate dynamic adverse yaw and
obviate the need for rudder applicationby the
pilot in steady turns.

In conclusions of this section a brief ob-
servation pertaining to the effect of structural
dynamics is made.

Introductionof materials with higher spe-
cific strength and relatively lower stiffness
together with more optimized construction
technology all needed to defeat the square cube
law, will lead to a more flexible aircraft struc-
ture and associated lower structuralfrequencies.
Riding qualities will be affected adversely by
these lower structural frequencies.Accordingto
ref. 6 the ratio of the short-periodfrequency
to the first wing symmetricbending frequency will
increase and therefore the frequencieswill
approach each other. Coupling of modes will exist
in the sense that when the pilot wants to manoeuvre
or stabilize the airplane he has to cope with
higher order responses. Because pilots appreciation
of the dynamic system he is controllingwill be
based on the total response motion he is subjected
to, stability augmentationsystems incorporated
to improve handling qualities for these airplanes,
must be designed to increase damping of the lower
structuralmodes as welll22).

VIII Conclusion.


The established trend of deterioratingflying
qualities for larger aircraft, based on an assumed
extrapolationof aircraft size, is, in general,
caused by increasingvalues of the inertias, the
actual lift coefficient and the wing loading.

In conclusion it can be stated that augmenta.
tion systems with a high degree of redundancy will
be needed to be able to handle very large subsonic
jet transports during the landing approach. Aug.
mentation systems needed for manual control as
discussed in this paper will most probablybe
functional innerloopsof automatic approach and
landing systems for these aircraft.Definite data
on desired dynamic characteristicsof-closed-loop.
pitch rate command systems when combined with DLC
systems do not exist as yet. Handling quality
criteria available for roll control and lateral-

directional characteristicsare adequate and pre-
scribed levels of stability and control do not
indicate fundamentalobstaclesfor the very large
aircraft considered here.
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